Historic & modern images teach about RIVERS in these chapters:

- Why Rivers?
- Shapes
- Conveyers
- Interactions
- Changes

Learning Landscapes

An NSF-supported educational website, Learning Landscapes uses 150 years of images to help students understand how Earth’s surface works. Log in and join us on this virtual trip across Earth’s amazing landscapes.

Developed at the University of Vermont

www.uvm.edu/learninglandscapes
Rivers change over many timescales...  

- Seasonal
- Decadal
- Historical
- Millennial

Learning with Historic “Geo-Images”

- Self-directed learning
- Before/after photo pairs
- Local places with people

1. Question posed...

2. Image examined...

3. Question answered.

www.uvm.edu/learninglandscapes

Engaging Images

Assessment Tools:
- 24 Taped Interviews
- Pre/Post Tests
- Knowledge Surveys

Geomorphology

Terraces and Alluvial Fans
Tunbridge, VT  (no date)